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transVerse - October 2011 

 

Ace Falcor 

If Gender is Performance, Where is My Costume 

Designer?!? 

Clothes. One of the most significant expressions of gender identity (or non-identity).  

In high school, I never thought about clothes as expression. They were more like a 

routine, like brushing my teeth— I get up, I put on clothes. They were usually 

something I picked up a thrift store. I looked for clothes that didn‟t draw attention to 

me, so I could blend in with the walls. I also never shaved. I had long hair but usually 

wore it in a ponytail.  I don‟t even have any pictures of myself—that‟s how much I 

tried to fade into the background. 
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In college, I got a little more self-esteem and a little more dykey. I cut off all my hair 

and basically lived in my overalls and tee-shirts. (That‟s me on the left above, eating 

fire as part of Nation Young Women‟s Day of Action. “The fire will not consume us, 

we will take it and make it our own.” YES!) 

I had some pin-stripe pants if I wanted to get fancy. (That‟s me on right, with my best 

friends at our annual college house banquet honouring graduating seniors). 

 

After graduation I moved with my girlfriend to the DC area. We broke up about 9 

months later. And, looking around at my dating prospects in DC, I quickly realized I 

needed to look a certain way and act a certain way if I was going to meet that 

someone special. Or, you know, get laid. DC was not my little college haven where 

anyone could be whomever they wanted. At my college, I could identify any way or 

just not identify as anything and what I looked like and how I dressed mattered much 

less than who I was inside. But in DC no one in the queer community looked like me, 

no one looked like they were just themselves. They all had a “style” and you could 

easily peg them into certain labelled boxes. And I also realized that the women that 

were in the box I was most attracted to (masculine or butch) were very often looking 
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for someone feminine, and usually the more femme the better. Within one week of 

my break-up, in desperate need of rebound attention, I underwent a total 

transformation. I started shaving, I bought myself a couple more skirts, make-up and 

even expensive perfume. I didn‟t really know what to do with all of it but I flipped 

through some Cosmos and kinda guessed.  

And it worked. I was getting hit on, easily getting numbers and within a few months 

started seeing someone regularly who was butch-identified. The day I met her, she 

said to me, “Of course you are femme, look at yourself.” To her, the way I looked, the 

lipstick and heels and push-up bra, equalled femme. Even though really it was just 

what I wore to attract a mate. To me the clothes had nothing to do with who I was 

inside. She told me I was femme and I just accepted it because why not, I was just 

looking to get some action anyhow. But as we dated regularly and eventually 

became girlfriends, she would only praise and compliment me when I was dressed 

very feminine. (I seem to have no pics from these years which might be telling). 

We eventually broke up when I moved to Boston to start law school. And the mating 

rituals began anew. I met someone with whom I totally clicked. Everything about her 

seemed to be exactly what I was looking for. She was also butch-identified but it 

seemed to me that her butch identity was linked inextricably to my identification as 

femme. It was, basically, a requirement that I be femme or else her butch identity 

became unstable. She also frequently both performed on-stage and went out in 

“drag,” which didn‟t really look like drag as impersonation on her, it was how she 

looked most herself. She was very comfortable with her gender expression, for the 

most part. And I just followed her instructions. At that time in my life, all I cared about 

was having kids and everything about her and her family was perfect for that. I was 
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truly looking for a mate. Nothing else really mattered, including what I looked like. 

She might as well have been picking out clothes for me. She complimented and 

praised me the more feminine I was, discouraged wearing pants unless they were 

very girly, she even somehow convinced me to get false fingernails (“tips”) — you 

can make your own conclusions about what our sex life looked like. Somehow, my 

clothing and gender expression had flipped 180 degrees from the college dyke in 

overalls and tee shirts. But I didn‟t care. I was going to have a family.  

 

We eventually married (we lived in Massachusetts, the first state to legalize same-

sex marriage). Her mother was never happy with how masculine she looked and so 

on our wedding day, my almost-wife caved and wore a women‟s suit and pearls and 

even a little make-up to please her mother.  
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As I looked at her and spoke to her my vows, I tried hard to picture my almost-wife 

below what actually looked like drag on her, bad drag at that, because it looked like 

someone had put unattractive girl clothes and make-up on a boy. Whereas when she 

was dressed in what people called “drag” because she was FAAB, she looked totally 

normal, she looked herself. I was definitely femme-y in my appearance on my 

wedding day. But I really did feel beautiful, inside and out. That was the complicated 

thing about my identification as femme-- I wasn‟t always against being feminine, 

sometimes I really enjoyed it. But it had become something that was no longer a 

choice. My mother-in-law policed my wife‟s gender expression, even on one of the 

most important days of my wife‟s life, her wedding day. And my wife in turn, policed 

mine. 

My wife and I split up after Hurricane Katrina and the federal flood devastated my 

home, New Orleans. I was literally going insane in Boston and had to move home, it 
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was the only time I felt normal. She did not feel the same, her whole life was in 

Boston. Some things you just can‟t count on, even if you make vows of life 

commitment. Not when your life paths diverge so drastically. We separated not quite 

two years after we married. 

Single. Again. After several years. This time, I really had no idea what to do. I was 

essentially in a brand-new city with no queer friends (brand-new because though I 

grew up in New Orleans it had been 11 years since I lived there and I had never 

lived there as an adult). My ex-wife had performed regularly with a Boston drag 

troupe and so that seemed to make sense for me, to find a community in drag, as I 

had always helped with tech and so had something to offer even though I was not a 

performer. I still kept dressing the way I always had, super girly. It was habit, it was 

routine— it was all I owned and I had no idea anymore how to buy anything 

different.  

And then I met someone who was a friend of a close drag friend. We had an instant 

connection, the closest thing I can imagine what “love at first sight” feels like. He was 

only in town visiting but got into a car accident on his way back to his home, which 

was several hours away. He ended up coming back to New Orleans, thinking the 

repairs would be brief. We met right at this time, the day after his car accident. When 

we kissed that first night we met, though brief, I felt like the world stood still and 

nothing existed but this kiss. The repairs to his car turned out to not brief but he also 

didn‟t hurry the mechanic along. He ended up staying 6 weeks— every night except 

one (the night after we met) with me. He moved to New Orleans and in with me a 

few months later.  
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He was different than my other partners in many ways. He was a transman, he had 

been on T for several years and had top surgery about a year before I met him. His 

identity as trans* though actually never felt strange, as my ex-wife was in some ways 

trans-identified. The main difference between him and everyone before him was that 

he truly did not care what I looked like. He actually identified as gay before meeting 

me, but also knew that labels were far less important than just following your heart, 

which we both did without reservation. He did not praise me only when I looked 

feminine, he thought I was beautiful with or without make-up.  

 

I decided when he moved in with me that after 10 years I wanted to cut off my long 

curly locks which people constantly complimented me on. I liked the way my short 

hair looked in college and though my long hair was pretty, it just didn‟t feel me. It 

hadn‟t in so long, but I just kept doing it because it attracted people to me. I cut it all, 

over 12 inches, and I sent the long tail to Locks of Love.  
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Partnering with a transman caused me to think more about my gender identity and 

appearance. I had this “femme” identity— but it meant nothing to me more than 

clothes, clothes I wasn‟t even all that crazy about. And it had all started by other 

people calling me femme, over and over and over until it became background buzz 

and I was assimilated. I went to a workshop at a conference that was about femme 

as a gender identity. I was so excited, femme identity had never been something I 

had actually talked with anyone else about. As I sat in that room with about thirty 

other brave, honest people and heard their often difficult and heartbreaking stories 

about reaching and understanding their femme identities, lightning struck me. I 

realized— this is not me. It was the same “a-ha!” that I had when I realized I was 

queer, but in reverse. The same way the other people in the room knew they were 

femme, in that way that comes from deep within, I knew—I was not femme. But I had 

spent so many years as “femme”— and if I wasn‟t femme, what was I then? 

Genderless? Genderqueer? Genderfluid? Who was I? 

 I didn‟t know about the labels but I did know it no longer mattered how tight my tank 

top was and how high my heels were because it didn‟t matter to my partner. I didn‟t 

need those accessories to attract him. He was attracted to the me that was 

underneath all of that. I started wearing jeans and it felt so good, the denim against 

my legs felt like an old friend. Tee shirts, just regular old tee shirts again. So many 

years and I had never worn a tee shirt. And no make-up, oh what a relief, to choose 

whether or not I wanted to wear make-up, not feel like it was required if I was ever 

going to leave the house. 
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I started reading more about gender and gender identity and expression. I felt like I 

was learning in a real way something I had only ever understood on an academic 

level, removed from anything in my life. I decided that after months of only doing tech 

with my drag troupe that I would get on stage and perform. In drag. That is, 

presenting as a man.  

 

My partner was in complete support— he, in fact, taught me everything I knew at the 

beginning, as he had performed drag prior to transitioning. And wow, did I ever 
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present as a man when I was in drag, I passed the very first time (I gauge this based 

on the fact that more than one gay man hit on me). My first time in drag, I played a 

sleazy closeted politician. I thought I looked like my dad, it was a little weird, but also 

felt amazing. 

I loved being in drag. I loved binding my double D breasts down, trying to see just 

how tight my shirts could be without revealing I was bound down (I‟m double D and 

could bind so tight that I could wear men‟s size small shirts without anyone guessing 

I was bound). And oh I so loved packing. I loved the way it felt, the heaviness 

between my legs, the way I walked and held myself when I packed. And, mmm, 

kissing with my facial hair. I loved being a man.   

 

And I started to get a sense of who I was when I was a man, not just a character on 

stage. What I liked to look like. What made me feel sexy. What made me feel me. I 

developed a strong attraction to handlebar moustaches— who knew? It was exciting 

to explore this me I never knew was inside before.  
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What does this all have to do with clothes? Because, as I have grown more 

accustomed to actually being and living a true me, the me that is not who others say 

I am, me as I feel I am, in some ways going back to the person I was during college 

except better— there are no clothes that feel right anymore for everyday wear. 

Women‟s clothes are typically way too girly. Men‟s clothes often don‟t fit quite right 

and I don‟t really want to completely switchover to all men‟s clothes anyhow. 

Sometimes I do still like wearing dresses and showing cleavage and I don‟t want to 

alter my body in any way. It‟s been a continual frustration to find anything that is 

suitable to wear not on stage, not at parties, not going out—just to wear to work, or 

out with my family.  

After two years performing only drag, I decided to start performing burlesque about a 

year ago. Actually, I started with “draglesque”—in my very first act, I started as a 

male sub and as I strip I turn into a female dom. I did it to challenge myself. I loved 

drag, I loved being a man, but I was also fascinated by these extravagantly feminine 

ciswomen. They looked to me almost like drag queens. I was drawn to some of their 
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more spectacular outfits— big tutus, wild corsets, red glitter lipstick, go-go shorts, 

boas, fishnets, crazy hats. I started trying out some of these clothes, usually paired 

with something that gave me a genderfuck look— facial hair, jeans and obviously 

packing, motorcycle boots. And all of it felt like play, it was all costuming, but that 

was good, because I was having fun and so I costumed myself on- and off-stage. 

And New Orleanians love costumes, we are always looking for an excuse to play 

dress-up. I was playing dress-up with femininity in a way I felt really comfortable with, 

being so outrageously feminine that it was all clearly drag, all clearly performance, 

and all clearly fun! (That‟s me in the middle!) 

 

Did I mention I really loved packing? I mean—I really loved packing? Especially in 

go-go shorts! Flaunt it if you got it— and I can get it in all different sizes! 
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I learned all the trade secrets. For instance, when you see someone (usually a 

burlesque performer) with lips that look like they are made of glitter, don‟t ask her 

what kind of lipstick she or he uses. There is no glitter lipstick that can get the same 

effect as straight-up glitter. Yes, glitter directly on the lips. Kissing me is a very 

crunchy experience (until it all wipes away).  
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But. But I obviously can‟t wear costumes to work. And so I never really know what to 

wear. Very plain pants and blouses that are the least girly that I can find, which are 

really hard to find. I can‟t wear button-downs usually because the buttons strain at 

my double D breasts and I have no interest in binding when I go to work. And those 

darts! And blouses are blouse-y, frilly, flowery, lacey. Things I am not, not when I am 

just dressing for everyday wear. And so I look uber boring. At night, I am wild and 

outrageous and glamorous and raunchy. In my work and otherwise everyday life, 

you would barely notice I am there if I wasn‟t so heavily tattooed.  

I think that one of the reasons I keep getting larger and more elaborate tattoos is 

partially to make up for my inability to find clothing that suits me for every day wear. 

If I can‟t express myself through clothes, you can definitely see who I am in my 

tattoos!  

 

So. Today. I go to a consignment store I frequently shop at determined to NOT buy 

clothes that look like costumes, because though they are fun, I can‟t wear them to 

work or out with my family. These were my purchases from two previous trips to 

same shop (as well as that little sequiny red star number in the pic below). 
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Fun right? But not exactly what a respected public interest lawyer wears to the office. 

And I don‟t want to. These clothes are for my life when I can just let go and be one 

aspect of myself. Being a lawyer is another equally important aspect of me and these 

clothes don‟t express appropriately that part of me.   
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I am no longer with the person who helped free me from my feminine gender 

confinement (we are still friends though). Single. Again! But now I know who I am 

and am not going to change myself to suit someone else like I did at 23. I still want 

children, but I am not going to change who I am to find a “mate” ever again.  

Unfortunately, as my gender expression through clothing has changed and evolved 

to fit how I feel on the inside, not everyone has celebrated the changes with me. 

Many friends, especially here at home in New Orleans, know me as lawyer by day, 

raunchy genderfucking drag and burlesque performer by night. They all accept and 

respect me. But not everyone has been able to roll with the changes.  

I was in DC earlier this month visiting a friend, who was also a lover, and was 

lamenting to another close friend and to him about how I keep buying clothes that 

are like costumes and they are so fun but have a really hard time finding everyday 

clothes. We were at a semi-fancy restaurant for brunch and I am wearing a shirt I 

consider a prize because it actually does feel like me and it fits! I can wear it every 

day, I‟ve worn it to work, and I don‟t feel like I am in a costume (though I can also 

pair it with more costume-y clothes and it works in that context too). My lover 

laughed and said, looking at my shirt, “That‟s one of your costumes, right?” He was 

serious. I really thought he would know better. He has known me for several years, 

including during my femme prison sentence, and himself identifies as trans-

genderqueer. He knew that I now identified as genderqueer, and though I might not 

see him every day because he lives so far, I see him pretty frequently and he has 

seen pics of me out and about at home, just in my regular tutu and moustache. But 

to him, I think, that was all stage. When I don‟t look girly, that‟s for stage. Except— 

it‟s not. It‟s how I also look off-stage. And it‟s who I am. My gender expression was 
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being policed by a genderqueer transman who was my lover and who I really 

respected and with whom I had felt a real connection. Awesome. It felt like a 

throwback to the times when I only wore what got me compliments (read: laid). No. I 

wouldn‟t do that. I will not do that again. (This is the shirt that was in such dispute, 

also from same consignment store, yes I am a creature of habit). 

 

So, back to today. I left the consignment store today with 3 corsets. THREE. Really 

nice corsets, all of them, not like anything I own, so great additions. Yet I felt like a 

failure. There was nothing that suited me for everyday wear but these costumes 

were great for night, all of which will go excellently with jeans and boots. Great! 

Still— what would I wear to work? To Mother‟s Day brunch? Clothing FAIL. 

As I was checking out, the cashier said to me, “That purple one is really nice.” I said, 

“Really? I almost didn‟t get it, ” as it was the most girly of the corsets. She said, “Oh 

no, it‟s great, it will work with anything, jeans or a skirt. Denim actually would look 

really nice with that colour. And you know, it‟s New Orleans anyhow. You can wear 

corsets with anything.” 
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Thank you thank you thank you, I cannot even begin to say how many times, thank 

you to that amazing cashier out there. I might not be able to wear this little purple 

number to work but to hear another person affirm I could take this very feminine top 

and wear it however I wanted, which means to me that I could make it somehow into 

something more masculine if I wanted, felt so good. She didn‟t look at the corsets 

and assume immediately I was going for some sexy girly look. I didn‟t feel like such a 

failure anymore because yeah, this is New Orleans. And I moved back here for a 

reason, because this city is too special to lose. I moved home to help with the 

renewal and rebirth— and found that I myself was renewed and reborn. Somehow, 

the clock has turned back and I look like myself in college 15 years ago and have the 

confidence in my appearance I had then too— except I look and feel even better 

because now I have injected fun and it will not get out of my system. I am addicted to 

glitter and handlebar moustaches and tutus and packing and everything that lets me 

play with all the different ways to express my genders. 

Today was not actually a complete fail. I did buy this button-down shirt. I think I can 

count it as everyday wear even with the silver lamé pin stripes (oh, I am such a 

sucker for lamé!). This shirt, unlike most girl button-downs, fit perfectly. No buttons 
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straining, no silly darts. So, actually no— it is everyday wear, no qualifications. 

Because I say so.  
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